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both loss components become approximately equal. (see
Fig. 4 V [4]). This occurs even with the microstrip on the
semiconductor base layer (see Fig.5a, [5]). Inductance and
capacity are the prevailing values. This facilitates the
matching of a line to load considerably, over a wide
frequency range. (The load can be active even up to 1
GHz).
Matching the capacitive input of high-resistance
amplifiers is also solved ideally [by 6]. The load is formed
from two parallel chains with like time constants, where
one of them is the amplifier input capacitance. If the load
forms two oscillatory circuits, then together with the
matched load it is possible to attain also an improvement in
the waveform [7].

Lossy transmission line
In an infinitely long line there are only forward
traveling waves and no reflected waves. This is however
also true for a line terminated with its characteristic
impedance. A line is called a matched line when the load
impedance is equal to the characteristic impedance. In the
zero-loss circuit characteristic impedance is active, and the
reflected signal can be eliminated by the appropriate
resistor.
From the theory of electrical chains the lossy
transmission line charecteristic impedence is described by
the formula,
Z0 =

R + jωL
,
G + jωC

(1)
Distortionless line

where L - (series) inductance per unit length (H/m); C (shunt) capacitance per unit length (F/m); R - (series)
resistance per unit length (Ω/m, results from conductor
loss); G - (shunt) conductance per unit length (S/m, results
from dielectric loss); ω - angular frequency.
In this case the synthesis of the matched load
becomes the difficult problem. It cannot be reduced to the
form of final rational fraction. Consequently, this
characteristic impedance has no passive two-terminal
network of final order; it is possible to create only some
approximations. In higher frequencies, with additional
losses, the formula gets even more complicated
Z0 =

rdc + rac

f + jω Leff

g dc + g ac f + jω Ceff

.

Such lines are used for signal delay and also as the
base signal generator to synthesize needed different signal
forms. Let us examine a finite member chain consisting of
the RLC-ladder network (see Fig. 1, RLC- link). Formula
(1), describes the characteristic impedance of a ladder
network, where in this case the DC chain resistance R and
leakage conductace G are significant. Since any inductance
has significant internal resistance, then it is expedient to
add leakage conductance for the purpose to build line a
without the distortions. This occurs in the frequency band
[0, 1 /(π LC )] , if RC=GL.
In this strip the characteristic impedance can be
considered constant, but in the unlimited frequency band
formula (1) applies. If we consider equation (2) then we
can eliminate one parameter from the formula, for example
inductivity L. The formula thus is simplified to:

(2)

For the majority of practical dielectrics the DC (direct
current) conductivity gdc is so low, that it can be
disregarded. If the microstrip is etched on a dielectric,
when the base layer is semiconductor, then at higher
frequencies the AC (alternating current) conductivity gac
becomes important. [1,2,3].Usually the coefficient of gac in
the formula is much smaller than coefficient rac. (example:
rac =6.9e-5 Ω/(m·Hz1/2), g ac = 1.39e-11 S/(m·Hz)) [4]).
But the frequency with a coefficient of rac in the numerator
is under the square root, while in the denominator with gac
it is to the first degree. This means that with an increase in
frequency the corresponding denominator component
increases faster than the numerator component. At 1 GHz

Z0 = 1

2

r (4 R + r (1 + jω CR ) 2 ) ,

(3)

where R is the in parallel connected resistance to the
capacitor and r is the in series inductance connected
resistance.
Synthesis of loads
It is well known that in the endless chain only the
traveling wave occurs. But each real chain must be finite.
In order to eliminate the reflection the chain must be
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qualitatively coordinated with the load. The difficulty of
this task is determined by the fact that formula (4) cannot
be represented in the form of a rational fraction, therefore,
there is no such two-terminal network, which would have
input resistance equal to (4). It is possible only to attempt
to build acceptable approximations. The higher the
damping in the chain, the less the signal reflected and it to
more easily muffled. For the load it is possible to use the
following circuits, which qualitatively do not differ from
the link chains (Fig. 1 a) or b)).

range. It is necessary to find the function ZL, which would
minimize the functional.
In order to find the minimum the MATLAB
‘fminsearch’ operator was used, which makes it possible to
find the minimum of the function from the parameters,
which does not exceed 10 parameters. Diagram Fig.1 b
contains only 8 parameters and does not exceed the limit.
As a practical example a chain was selected, in which
according to Fig. 1 L=33µH, C=100pF, R=33kΩ, r=10Ω.
As shown equality (3) is satisfied (L/r=3.3µs, CR=3.3µs).
For the minimization of function (5) one should select a
starting point. The difficulty arises because the function
has many minimums, and it is necessary to find the deepest
minimum in the 8- dimensional parameter space.
MATLAB language algorithm ‘fminsearch’ will find only
the minimum on the slope where the desired start point
was located.
The following considerations were used with the
selection of starting point. Since the load circuit is similar
to the chain circuit, then the last resistor R2 should be close
to the value for the load resistor for low frequencies, i.e.

Fig. 1. Load of the RLC circuit

and C are such, as in the series chain link. It was
impossible to find a deeper minimum within the
parameters of the function by varying the starting point.
As a result of minimization of function (5) the
following parameters were obtained: L1=16.7µH;
L2=27.6µH; C1=96.3pF; C2=40.9pF; r1=15.9Ω; r2=2Ω,
R1=43.67kΩ; R2=573.7Ω; It is evident that L1, C1 and R2
compared to the start point are modified very little; basic
changes came from C2, R1, r1, r2. Resulting load parameter
values are dependent also on the frequency range where
said minimization was accomplished.The low frequency
limit according to the theory of lines with the lumped
parameters, without signal distortion, is equal
2
. In this case we obtain fmax= 5.54 MHz. For
ω max =
LC
the minimization of the function a two-fold wider
frequency interval was selected, i.e. 11.08 MHz.
For the similarity of the absolute and angular
impedence characteristic graphs lets look at Fig. 2 and Fig.
3. The absolute values of the impedance of an ideal load
does have the sharp minimum, with which the phase
response does accomplish a smooth change on π/2. (if the
chain did not have any losses, then the phase slope would
show a sharp rise). It should be obvious that the more
numerous load sections you have, the less deviation from
the ideal.

R 2 = L C . Consequently R2 = 574.5Ω, and initial R, L

One can also reach a perceptible effect just by using
one component of the load chain (see Fig. 1 а), if
parameters ak and bj of input impedance
a p 3 + a 2 p 2 + a1 p + a 0
ZL = 3
b2 p 2 + b1 p + 1

(4)

are selected for the purpose of approximation Z0, where
p=jω, ω - angular frequency, a3=(L1L2R1C)/(R1+R2), a2 =
=(R1CrL2+L1R2CR1+L1L2)/(R1+R2), a1=(R1rR2C+L2R1 +
+L1R1+L2r+L1R2)/(R1+R2), a0=(rR2+rR1+R1R2)/(R1+R2),
b2 = R1CL2/(R1+R2), b1=(R2R1C+L2)/(R1+R2).
The input impedance of the two-terminal network
Fig.1b the numerical calculations is not necessity to be
expressed in the compact form: ZL=r2+pL1+Z4, where
Z2=r1+pL2+Z1,
Z3=R1/(pC1R1+1),
Z4=Z2Z3/(Z2+Z3),
Z1=R2/(pR2C2+1). Expression for ZL as in the previous
case, can lead to the fraction,
ZL =

a 0 + a1 p + a 2 p 2 + a3 p 3 + a 4 p 4
1 + b1 p + b2 p 2 + b3 p 3

,

(5)

but then some expressions for a and b would prove to be
too long. So let us further limit ourselves only to the
numerical calculations on the computer, then it is possible
to manage without these expressions for a and b.
In order to muffle the signal reflections in a line one
has to calculate the load (Fig.1b) parameters r1, r2, R1, R2,
C1, C2, L1, L2, so as to best satisfy the equality Z0≈ ZL both
on module and on phase. For this purpose the following
functional was developed
Φ = ∑ | (Re( Z 0 ) − Re( Z L ) | × ∑ | Im(Z 0 ) − Im(Z L ) | . (5)

ω

Transient processes
The quality of load approximation can be judged from the
transient responses of the individual link chain capacitors.
For lines without the distortions the transient responses of
capacitors
are
described
by
formula
(6),
t

ω

hk (t ) = ∫ ω max exp(− x / τ ) J 2k −1 (ω max x ) dx

This represents the resulting error of the module and
phase multiplication for all frequencies in the designated

(6)

0

containing Bessel functions of the 1st type, in which

τ=CR=L/r. Formula (6) gives us a means to calculate the
6

were selected in order to disregard the current in resistor
RL, and simultaneously the time constant L9/RL would not
limit the numerical solution of the differential equation.
C7=9.64e-5; C8=4.085e-5; r7=r/2+15.9; r8=2. All units of
induction are expressed in µH, for capacitors in µF, and for
resistors in Ω, but the time measurement is the
microsecond.

transition process in the case of an ideal load, and then
compare it to the transition process of an approximated
load. From the size of the error we can judge the quality of
the approximated error. Without the aid of the formula,
observing only the process of the approximated load, the
error could not be evaluated.
Curves to Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are obtained by the
numerical simulation of transient processes on the
capacitor of the 6th component of the line containing 8
sections. With the ideal load according to (6) k=6, but
Bessel function index is 11. On other link capacitors,
further from the load, the case is similar. The only
difference being in signal delay time and its amplitude.
Since components 7 and 8 are reconstructed under the
load, then the 6th signal component is maximally distorted.
Since the 6th component is next to the load the influence of
its reflected signal is greater.
For the simulation of processes Simulink language
MATLAB was used. An 8 step chain mathematical line
model was devised. In this case the differential equation
dx / dt = Ax(t ) + Bv(t )
of:
describes the condition and
y (t ) = Cx (t ) + Dv(t )
contains matrices with the constant coefficients

The angular frequency x 106

Fig. 2. Absolute values of the impedances of the loads

- r1 /L1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/L1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 - r2 /L 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/L 2 - 1/L 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 - r3 /L3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/L 3 - 1/L3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 - r4 /L 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/L 4 - 1/L 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 - r5 /L5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/L 5 - 1/L 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 - r6 /L 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/L 6 - 1/L 6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 - r7 /L 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/L 7 - 1/L 7 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - r8 /L8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/L8 - 1/L8
A=

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - (r1 + R L )/L9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/L 9

The angular frequency x 106

1/C1 - 1/C1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/C1/R 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 3. Angular values of the impedances of the loads

0 1/C 2 - 1/C 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/R 2 /C 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1/C 4 - 1/C 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/R 4 /C 4 0 0 0 0

Fig. 4 shows the difference in the transient response
in the cases of an ideal and a resistive load. Fig. 5 shows
difference in the transient response in the case of an ideal

0 0 0 0 1/C5 - 1/C5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/R 5 /C5 0 0 0

load R = L C and reactive load of the type in Fig. 1 b.

0 0 0 0 0 1/C 6 - 1/C 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/R 6 /C 6 0 0

The maximum error in the case of an approximated load is
twice as small in comparisson to a resistive load according

0 0 1/C3 - 1/C3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/R 3 /C3 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1/C 7 - 1/C 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/R 7 /C 7 0

to formula R = L C { 0.0528/0.0264=2}, but the average

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/C8 - 1/C8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1/R 8 /C8

quadratic error relation in a 5 microsecond time period is
1.71.
Comparing the distribution of errors it is apparent
from Fig. 4 errors appear right after the arrival of the
reflected wave. The signal has to travel from one end of
the chain to the other and then back to the 6th member.
Since the chain has 8 members, the delay corresponds to
the time interval the signal travels through 10 members.
According to the chain theory the delay time per member

B t = 1/L1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
С = 00000000 RL 00000000 , D = 0 ,

RL – the effective resistance of load.
This method makes it possible to simulate the
transition process for the different parameter values.
In the case of a resistive load regardless of the index
all resistors have a value of: R=33 kΩ, capacitors
C=.100pF, and inductors L=33µH, with exception of
L1=.L9=.L/2. Series resistors also have similar values:
r=10Ω except for r1=.r8=.r/2. in this case RL=574.5Ω.
In the case of a complex load the values of the
following parameters changed: L7=.L/2+16.7; L8=27.6; L9
= 106; RL=105. They were developed in the minimization
process. The value of L9 and RL is not critical. Their values

is LC = 57.45 ns, but the delay for all 10 members is 575
ns. Consequently the undistorted part of the process is
small. In the case of the approximated load in Fig. 5 the
distortions on average are not only smaller, but the less
distorted part of the process takes up half of the whole time
interval.
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with weighing 1
∞J

the argument ∫

0

x the semi-infinite interval [0, ∞] of

2 k −1 ( x) J 2i −1 ( x )

x

1

, if i = k .

dx =  2( 2k − 1)
 0,
if i ≠ k

This is the basis for the synthesis of the signals of
arbitrary form. Since the Bessel functions represent a
ladder network, this makes it possible to construct a wide
spectrum of analog filters [8].
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dependence of linear capacity on the frequency. If the signal receiver, as a load, is not matched to the line, the connecting of this
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рефераты на литовском, английском и русском яз.).
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